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Comments I visit this area frequently  
a) to visit my sister& brother in law  
B) to use it for standby as it's a commutable distance to the airport and Gatwick where I train / do bi-
annual exams where I work and my home is not.  
I have deep concerns about the plans- not only as it will spoil the beautiful area which is peaceful and 
clean - being well looked after by locals but secondly because it will disturb mine and my brother in 
laws rest. Both of us work within the airline industry - he as a pilot, me as a flight attendant- this is 
airline commuter belt - many crew live in the local area; we work shifts and often need daytime sleep. 
This is presently  a 'sleepy village' which presents a safe environment to rest in a safety related job 
increased lorries that would be using the narrow road that passes direct infront of my sister& brother 
in laws house would excessively disturb that rest this potentially for any persons living in the local 
environment that have safety related shift work could impact on their work life and have devastating 
consequences. Many airline crew buy property in this area because it is so tranquil! 
My family and I obviously visit the area to visit our family there. My son is autistic and with familiarity 
of the area I do not fear him walking a few meters ahead with the dogI would if I knew numerous 
trucks and lorries were in the vacinity I see the potential of this plan limiting the lives of other local 
residents who have special needs or the elderly that may be less nimble to move a safe distance from 
these noisy, dusty vehicles.  
My mum  also stays at my sister and brother in laws house on Loxwood Road- she is in her 70s with 
asthmathe extra dust will exacerbate this; I fear many locals who may have asthma or other 
respiratory conditions will have their breathing impaired owing to the extra dust and air debris lorries 
create this can have an impact not only in lives but in the local medical services .   
Finally- impact on animals. My sister and brother-in-law have pets-a dog and cat. Animals are habitual 
creatures they create a safety zone for themselvesan increase in vehicles would alter this and they 
would retreat to the rearit is their home that you are changing too. 
My niece has a horse-there are stables nearby children and adults have safely trotted up and down 
these quite roads - the local stables business will be impacted and the lifestyle and hobbies of horse-
riders.  
Locals have enjoyed a free, healthy and peaceful lifestyle in a naturally beautiful landscape. Please do 
not potentially limit lives-especially those with special needs, mobility and health issues that already 
face daily challenges or disturb rest for shift workers or confine pets to the rear of homes - in fear of a 
Lorry not stopping in time as a more nifty car could do if they venture on the road from an open plan 
drive (as a lot of local properties enjoy-including the one where I stay) or spoil this beautiful area . 
Don't potentially impact on local businesses (livery yards included) and medical services. Thank you 
for reading my objection. 
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